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"There are persons who say that Rifle-shooting is a gift,
and that a man, to become noted in the art, must be born
a shot. I must be allowed, however, to say that I do not
agree with them; for I believe that any man, with good
health and sight, may by steady perseverance become
the best shot..." - Captain Heaton, 1864.

The family of British Service Rifles and Carbines
introduced during the 1850’s and 1860’s in 0.577
calibre marked the culmination of the soldiers’ muzzle
loading firearm. This article does not attempt to deal
with the historical aspects of these arms but merely to
cover their modern use by enthusiasts. Their history has
been almost completely covered by Dr. Christopher
Roads in his excellent The British Soldier's Firearm
1850 -1864, which having been out of print for many
years is now again available in a new edition.
It has to be assumed that the person wishing to shoot
these arms can show that he is a competent shot with
rifles that are already established as being accurate. The techniques of target shooting
will not, therefore, be discussed here. Many times over the past forty five years, the
author has come across people who can only be summed up in the words of the
immortal John Jorrocks as "good shooters but bad hitters". It is only too apparent that
to suggest that a person is not a good shot is tantamount to saying that he is not a good
driver and grave offence can result. Nevertheless, the point has to made that the most
accurate rifle in the world cannot be made to shoot a good group by anyone who is
not already a good shot. Those who come to muzzle loading without having served an
apprenticeship with more modern arms have nothing to measure themselves against
and when their muzzle loading accuracy is bad, they tend to blame the arm or the
load.

There is also the type who is convinced that somewhere there is the perfect load
which will enable him to put every shot in the same hole at 100 metres. This chap,
often an amateur engineer, will design and make endless series of bullet moulds,
searching for that ultimate Holy Grail which he knows can be achieved if only he puts
his mind to it. He is completely unimpressed by the marksman alongside him who
puts in a score in the high nineties, using nothing but bullets from the standard Lyman
#575213 mould, while he is treating his target to what seems like a load of buckshot
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The Rifle 1
The first, and most obvious, requirement is a rifle. The original Pattern 1853 Rifle had
a three grooved barrel 39 inches long with a spiral of one turn in 78 inches. It was
decided that the length should remain that of the Pattern 1851 Minié and the earlier
muskets, as it was thought necessary to retain the long arm with its bayonet for the
Line Infantry. In order to avoid confusion with the traditionally short barrelled arms
of the Rifle Regiments, the new rifle was to be designated a Rifle-Musket. This arm
ran through four basic variations between 1853 and 1861, although all retained the
three grooves and 78 inch twist. Huge numbers of the Pattern 1853 were made for the
Government by the Enfield factory, the London Armoury Company, the English Gun
Trade, and the factories of Liège, St.Etienne and in Windsor, Vermont. In addition to
these well over a million (no one knows how many) were made privately for the
Volunteers and for export. About half a million were purchased by the Federals in the
American Civil War as well as a vast number by the Confederates.
The later arms were made to much more precise tolerances than the earlier ones and
had the added advantage of progressive depth grooving. They are therefore the best
for the modern shooter. The products of the London Armoury Company and the
Enfield factory can usually be guaranteed to give almost certain satisfaction.
Unfortunately Government owned rifles made by L.A.Co. and Enfield were very
nearly all withdrawn and converted to Snider breech loaders between 1866 and 1870.
However, the London Armoury Company also made, in addition to its War Office
contracts, many thousands of Pattern 1853 Rifles for private sale, principally to the
Volunteers. As these were not government property and yet were made to full
ordnance specifications, they have not only survived well but also shoot well. As an
aside, it ought to be mentioned that the story that the L.A.Co. supplied large numbers
of rifles to the American Civil War has no foundation. Their production was
swallowed up by the War Office and the Volunteer Movement. Parker-Hale Limited
have produced an excellent reproduction of this model and other companies have also
provided replica models but these do not compare with the Parker-Hale for authentic
feel. Unfortunately, this Company is no more.
1853 also saw the introduction of the Artillery Carbine, also designated as a Short
Rifle, which had a 24 inch barrel with the same three grooves and 78 inch spiral.
Although a fine short range off-hand rifle, it cannot compare with the long rifle for
accuracy. This arm had three variations. The first two (1853 and 1858) were only
marginally different but the third model of 1861 had a heavier 24 inch barrel with five
grooves and a spiral of 48 inches. Its sight was also made like a short version of the
long rifle sight, but up to 600 yards, instead of the 300 yard leaf sights of the first two
versions. This model is almost non existent in its original muzzle loading form as it
was never issued and all stocks were subsequently converted to Snider breech loaders.
It is mentioned as Parker-Hale produced the third model in replica form as the first of
their excellent series of Enfield Rifles. There was also a 21 inch barrelled Cavalry
Carbine but this is not considered as a contender for serious shooting.
The demand for shorter rifles for Rifle Corps, Volunteers and for Sergeants led to a
series of 33 inch barrelled Short Rifles, the first of which was the Pattern 1856. This
had a light barrel of three grooves with the same 78 inch spiral as the long rifle. Its
bayonet was a heavy Yataghan Sword. It was supplemented by two other models with

the same rifling which are so rare that they are unlikely to be encountered in Issue
form by the average shooter. The first of these was the Pattern 1857 for Sergeants of
Native Infantry, a brass mounted arm taking the same socket bayonet as the Pattern
1853. The second was the Pattern 1858 "Bar on Band" which was designed to take
some of the strain of the heavy bayonet away from the light barrel by transferring the
sword bar to the front barrel band. Quite a large number of arms conforming more or
less to the Pattern 1856 design were privately made for the Volunteers and these are
the most likely to be encountered today. With their light barrels and slow twist they
do not prove to be the best for target shooting.
The shortcomings of the 1856 model led to the introduction of a heavy barrel with
five groove rifling and a twist of 48 inches, the sword bar reverting to its original
place on the stronger barrels. The first of these was the Pattern 1858 Naval Rifle. This
is the model which has been introduced in replica form by Parker-Hale as their 1858
Naval Rifle. It is the opinion of this writer that this is certainly the best of the ParkerHale Enfield series and is the one that the aspiring shot, who cannot find an original,
should make every effort to secure. In 1861, the Army also adopted the heavy,
progressive depth, five grooved barrel with its 48 inch spiral and these two models are
recognised as the best for serious target shooting. Once again, both these models are
extremely scarce in their original form of Government owned rifles although, as with
the long rifles, a great many were privately made for the Volunteers.
The last rifle to be considered in this series is the Lancaster Oval Bored Engineers’
Short Rifle with its 31½ inch barrel to Lancaster’s unusual design. These are also very
rare and hardly ever encountered on the shooting range. They have a reputation for
never fouling, which the writer can confirm, but, at the same time, they are notorious
for throwing sudden wild shots.
The Patterns of 1853, 1857, 1858 Naval, Artillery and Lancaster were all brass
mounted and the Army Short Rifles were iron mounted.

The Rifle 2
Before turning to shooting techniques, a summary of the rifles most likely to be
available for the shooter are the Volunteer Pattern 1853 Long "Three Band" Rifles,
Parker-Hale’s version of the same, Short Volunteer "Two Band" Rifles in three and
five groove formats with Parker-Hale’s Naval Rifle and a variety of Volunteer Rifles
which do not exactly conform to any Pattern. An example of one of these is a heavy
five groove Bar on Band which is perfectly acceptable on the range.
The most important consideration for all competition shooting to MLAGB, HARC,
and MLAIC Rules is that the sights must conform to Issue Pattern. The writer owns a
fine Volunteer version of a Pattern 1856 but with Lancaster’s Oval Bore. This is
ineligible for Military Rifle competition because the front sight is an undercut bead
instead of an inversed "V" although it is not ruled out by the rifling variation. When
seeking an original the one to go for, if at all possible, is a Volunteer London
Armoury Co. Pattern 1853. These make a great deal of money today because of their
justly earned reputation on the range but their survival rate is good and they can be
found, for a price, at most Arms Fairs. Although two to three times the price of a
Parker-Hale, they are still worth buying, if possible, because not only will the buyer
obtain a fine shooting rifle but he will also be making an excellent investment.
There is one point which should be born in mind. If your eyes are not what they were,
there is a distinct advantage in going for the Short Rifle with its 33 inch barrel, rather
than the Long Rifle, because the backsight is placed four inches further away from the
eye. This improvement was dropped for some reason in the newly made Snider Mark
III Short Rifle which placed the sight in the same position, just ahead of the breech, as
the Long Enfield and Long Snider. However, the earlier converted Snider Short Rifles
retained their original sights.
The final point about the rifle is that the nipple must be in good condition and original
nipples should ALWAYS be changed for the modern type based on the "reversed
cone" principle. These use a small hole at the bottom of the nipple with a large
opening at the top. This concentrates the flash down into the charge while, at the same
time, reducing the amount of back blast. Original nipples were the other way round
and this allowed a great deal of flame and fouling to escape as well as causing
problems with weak caps. The damage to the woodwork ahead of the nipple lump on
some original rifles shows as a groove burnt quite deeply into the wood and the
fouling that has been driven under the barrel at that point is often the cause of quite
severe corrosion. New Enfield nipples are freely available from muzzle loading
dealers and from the Muzzle Loaders Association of Great Britain. It is quite possible
that an original rifle will have its nipple so firmly locked in by age and rust that it will
have to be taken to a specialist gun smith to be freed. See the remarks under
CLEANING for the use of PTFE Tape to prevent future problems of this nature.
Improved "reverse cone" nipples (a) & (b) top and bottom views of
the improved nipple.
(c) Phosphor bronze model.
(d) Steel model with PTFE tape on
the threads.

Given a good Enfield, the practised shooter can enjoy competitive target work at all
ranges out to 600 yards. At the longer ranges, wind judgement becomes very
important especially given the absence any adjustment for wind on the sights

Managing The Enfield (Pt II)
By Bill Curtis
The choice of appropriate equipment to accompany your Enfield can be split between
the essential and the optional.
Essentials are a bullet mould, a "Combination Tool", and a means of measuring out
powder charges accurately and safely. The usual moulds in use today are those
designed for the American Burton style, cannelured, hollow based bullet which is
lubricated with an appropriate grease (of which more later) and loaded straight on top
of the powder charge without any wadding or paper wrapping. This is not the original
bullet for the Enfield which was a paper patched smooth cylindro-conoidal projectile
designed by Metford and Pritchett and subsequently modified by Boxer with an
expanding plug in the base. These are far harder to make and commercially made
modern moulds for them are not obtainable. The Burton bullet was designed for the
American Springfield rifles which are substantially the same as the Enfields in the
bore and rifling. Given the large United States market for muzzle loading shooters it
is hardly surprising that the modern commercially made moulds should originate
there. There are two basic mould models which vary only in the depth of the base
cavity. A single mould with alternative base plugs will suffice for both Long and
Short Rifles. The deep cavity gives a lighter bullet with characteristics which suit the
rifling spiral of 78 inches. The shallow cavity and heavier weight of the alternative are
best suited to the 48 inch spiral of the Naval and later Army Short Rifles. The ballistic
reasoning behind this choice must be taken for granted. The original modern mould
best known to all is the Lyman 575213 but similar ones are also made by Ohaus and
others. The finished and greased bullets need a clean container which will prevent
dust or grit contaminating the grease.
A Combination Tool is an essential requirement. Original examples can still be found
and new working copies are made and can be bought from specialist dealers. These
gadgets incorporate into one tool a nipple key, a pricker, an oil bottle, a screwdriver, a
double pronged worm for cleaning, and tools for extracting jammed bullets. Those
items intended to be passed down the bore will fit on to the end of the standard
modern cleaning rod which, by great good fortune, has retained the original Enfield
screw thread in use since the 1840’s or perhaps even earlier. They also include fixed
jaws intended to allow removal of the mainspring of the lock when stripping it. This
last fitting was limited on original tools to those for the use of Sergeants.
Sergeant's combination tool
dismantled showing, large and
small blade screwdriver, pointed
piercer and screw for drawing
jammed bullets and double worm
for cleaning. The body
incorporates a nipple key and
pricker with a main spring clamp
on the side, and internally is an
oil bottle.

Measuring the powder requires either a good quality flask with a measuring top or a
set of powder scales and a number of small containers with lids to hold the individual
charges.
The full list of other equipment must be left to the pocket and taste of the shooter and
will in most cases be applicable to other styles or classes of shooting. But, for those
who are seeking inspiration, here is a list of the items which the writer considers to be
fairly normal. For the rifle itself — a sling, a flash shield to fit under the nipple, sight
blacking (paint on, spray or carbide lamp), spare nipple and, should the butt plate be
found to slip on contact with the shoulder, some self adhesive bandage of the
Elastoplast type to provide a non slip surface. To be applied to the person of the
shooter — a decent shooting jacket, a shooting glove for the forward hand, ear and
eye protection, a hat, and a shooting mat to lie on. For use during the shoot — a
telescope, a target record book with the appropriate target diagram, a pen or
waterproof pencil, a small table to hold the loading equipment, with a notch to rest the
barrel of the rifle in. For loading — a standard modern
cleaning rod with a tip made in the form of the head of a
ramrod; this can also be used as the cleaning rod
although it is better to have two (the original fitted rod
should be left in place and not moved), a plastic funnel
to be inserted in the muzzle when pouring in the powder
( the long loading tube gives no advantage and takes up
valuable space), and something in which to keep the
percussion caps which should be left on the firing point
as the act of capping can only be made when in the
firing position. There is a useful accessory for this
which keeps the caps in a brass container and delivers them one at a time straight onto
the nipple.

